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In a completely unrelated to the game topic, there are five actual cheat codes in the game which unlock bonus missions and secret content. Complete the requirements below to access the following cheat codes which can be used by any
character including the campaign mission mode. These codes are pretty self-explanatory, we have already discussed loot mode and scavenger mode above. However, the other codes take a little bit of explaining. The 'Secret Level' codes

will unlock a new level of difficulty where the boss is not easy to kill, the 'Ceiling Mode' codes will enable you to score bonus points when you kill enemy units, whilst the 'note' will make it so you can not be heard shouting 'trigger' as a
gamer when you press the 'DKLT' key. In short, you can type in any cheat code you like except 'DKLT' as this is the key that unlocks all the bonus scenarios. Other then this the following codes do not work and are not valid cheat codes in
the game. They are however included for reference in case you are encountering problems with any of the above codes. They also indicate future cheat codes that may become available after additional releases. Also note, if you want to
disable a cheat with the 'Return to Default' cheat code then go to the game directory again and issue the following command: 'del return_to_default_setup.cfg'. This will prevent the cheat codes from working. Finally, we will have a look at

the cheat code you use to access the game, the cheat code is 'DKLT'. You can view the cheat code's history in the game and there are references to a number of cheats that may or may not be officially released at a later date, such as 'full
clip' which we have already covered, amongst others. But there is also references to 'voice function cheats codes' and 'unlimited ammo' cheats which we have yet to see. 5ec8ef588b
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